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Abstract

This contribution proposes path management procedures in multi-hop relay system. The path
management procedures include path calculation, path establishment and path selection. The
relevant changes to the specification are also defined.
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Add proposed spec changes.
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Centralized Security in Multi-hop Relay System
1. OVERVIEW
In the 802.16e system, security association is established between the MS and BS. The AK for the MS is
distributed to the BS by the authentication server, which is used to derive the other keys such as KEK. In this
proposal, we propose to apply the same security model in the multi-hop relay system, i.e., the security
association is established between MS and MR-BS without the involvement from the intermediate RS. With
such centralized security model, all the PKM messages are exchanged between MS and MR-BS..In order to
prevent man-in-middle attack, the access RS may add HMAC/CMAC tuple using the SA established between
itself and the MR-BS into the PKM-REQ and PKM-RSP that are not protected by the message authentication
code generated by MS. For all the other cases, the access RS and the intermediate RSs just simply relay the
PKM messages (as shown in Figure 1). All the keys are stored and maintained at the MS and MR-BS, and RS
doesn’t have any key information associated with the MS. An RS does not try to decrypt the user data or
authenticate the MAC management message it receives from the MS, but simply relays it. An RS uses the
same security architecture and procedures as an SS to provide privacy, authentication and confidentiality
between itself and MR-BS.

MS

RS
PKM-REQ()
PKM-RSP()

MR-BS
PKM-REQ()
PKM-RSP()

Figure 1: Relaying of PKM Protocols in Intermediate RSs
With this centralized security model, RS can be kept simple and there is no need for MR-BS to distribute user
sensitive information such as AK to any RS over the air interface. Note that this contribution doesn’t exclude a
distributed security model if becoming available.
2. CHANGES TO THE SPECIFICATION
Insert following paragraph before section 7.1.1
In multihop relay system, RS,uses the same security architecture and procedures as an SS to provide privacy,
authentication and confidentiality between itself and the MR-BS.
Add following paragraph in section 7.1.6
7.1.6 Centralized Security Control in Multi-hop Relay System
With centralized security control residing in the MR-BS in the multihop relay system, the security association is
established between MS and MR-BS without the involvement from the intermediate RS. RS does not try to
decrypt the user data or authenticate the MAC management message it receives from the MS, but simply relays
it.
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Similar to other MAC management messages, all the PKM messages are exchanged between MS and MR-BS.
For the PKM messages that are not protected by the message authentication code from the MS (termed as
non-MS-authenticated PKM messages, e.g., Authorization Request, Authorization Reply, PKMv2 RSA-Request,
PKMv2 RSA-Reply), the following procedure may be applied. For all the other cases, the access RS and the
intermediate RSs just simply relay the PKM messages.
-

Upon receiving a non-MS-authenticated PKM message, the access RS may add the HMAC/CMAC tuple
based on the SA established between itself and the MR-BS into the message.
Upon receiving a non-MS-authenticated PKM message with the presence of HMAC/CMAC tuple, the
MR-BS authenticates the message based on the shared SA between itself and the access RS.
When the MR-BS generates a non-MS-authenticated PKM message to the MS, it may add the
HMAC/CMAC tuple based on the SA established between itself and the access RS.
Upon receiving a non-MS-authenticated PKM message with the presence of HMAC/CMAC tuple, the
access RS authenticates the message based on the SA between itself and MR-BS. If the message is
valid, it then removes the HMAC/CMAC tuple, and then sends the PKM message to the MS.

All the keys are stored and maintained at the MS and MR-BS, and RS doesn’t have any key information
associated with the MS.

